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Across
1 Earn lots deviously
and veer astray (3,4)
5 Court deliberated
finally on austerity
measure - relief? (7)
10 Sense King is
implicated in
summons (4)
11 Novel, "Dans Le
Ciel", reveals
adulteries (10)
12 Love nest next to
southeast port (6)
13 Wheel of fortune
stops halfway audible gasp - then
rolls (8)
14 What about
politician? A jerk that's clear! (8)
16 Releases crosspieces
and doesn't show (5)

25

27

29

17 Detective has
company club (5)
19 Circus performers
you'd have a drink
with? (8)
23 "Regret thus" said
philosopher (8)
24 Reportedly spacious
but damp (6)
26 Trying fashion for
strange rites with
Hindu symbol at
Fenland cathedral
(10)
27 Heartless Friar at the
French lady in Berlin
(4)
28 Almost poetry expert
but was designer (7)
29 Yes! Approval among
ship's councils (6)

Down
2 Discrimination over
student subculture
rising in private
domain (7)
3 It's disclosed in letters
from Aristotle to
Nicomachus (3,2)
4 Perverted individual,
missing eye
apparently, keeps
diamonds and drugs most uncool (7)
6 Take too many debts?
Nasty (6)
7 Rendezvous spot
where model Jerry is
instructed to cavort?
(5,4)
8 A Spanish fellow is
biased (7)
9 German playwright
impressed by Pacino
and setting up rerun
(switching Nicholson

for Depp initially) to
show "Renaissance
Man" perhaps (8,5)
15 They go from door to
door and get horribly
stuck wearing
woman's belongings
(9)
18 Glorify beheaded
queen by spreading
lies (7)
20 Late believers? (7)
21 Artists lurking in and
outside centre to get
loot via window (3-4)
22 Selfless ethical centre
shelters debased sex
symbol (6)
25 The end according to
Almodóvar is playful
and mischievous (5)

